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Abstract
Listeners have many sources of information available in interpreting speech. Numerous theoretical frameworks and paradigms have 
established that various constraints impact the processing of speech sounds, but it remains unclear how listeners might simultane-
ously consider multiple cues, especially those that differ qualitatively (i.e., with respect to timing and/or modality) or quantita-
tively (i.e., with respect to cue reliability). Here, we establish that cross-modal identity priming can influence the interpretation of 
ambiguous phonemes (Exp. 1, N = 40) and show that two qualitatively distinct cues – namely, cross-modal identity priming and 
auditory co-articulatory context – have additive effects on phoneme identification (Exp. 2, N = 40). However, we find no effect of 
quantitative variation in a cue – specifically, changes in the reliability of the priming cue did not influence phoneme identification 
(Exp. 3a, N = 40; Exp. 3b, N = 40). Overall, we find that qualitatively distinct cues can additively influence phoneme identifica-
tion. While many existing theoretical frameworks address constraint integration to some degree, our results provide a step towards 
understanding how information that differs in both timing and modality is integrated in online speech perception.
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Introduction

When trying to understand speech, listeners can use many dif-
ferent types of information beyond just the acoustic signal itself. 
In fact, speech frequently occurs in complex auditory environ-
ments (e.g., multi-talker environments; Cherry, 1953; Schneider 
et al., 2007) and often is not carefully articulated (for review, 
see Smiljanić & Bradlow, 2009), both of which increase ambi-
guity in the signal. The fact that speech perception is typically 
robust despite this ambiguity hints at the fact that in a given 
listening situation, there are myriad constraints that help the 
listener understand what is being said. Knowledge about who is 
talking (Kleinschmidt, 2019; Kraljic & Samuel, 2007; Nygaard 
& Pisoni, 1998), the topic being discussed (Borsky et al., 1998; 
Broderick et al., 2019; Hutchinson, 1989; Liberman, 1963), and 

how various sounds tend to pattern in one’s language (Frisch 
et al., 2000; Leonard et al., 2015; Mersad & Nazzi, 2011) are 
just a few examples of co-occurring constraints that may be 
available for processing. Language scientists have spent decades 
investigating how people make use of different types of infor-
mation to process language, with a major aim of understand-
ing what constraints are relevant in different contexts and how 
constraints might be combined (for an overview, see McRae 
& Matsuki, 2013). While theories of constraint satisfaction 
in language processing have been developed at various levels 
(MacDonald et al., 1994; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1994) and 
have been extended to domain-specific computational models 
(e.g., the TRACE model of speech perception and spoken word 
recognition; McClelland & Elman, 1986; SOPARSE, a model 
of sentence processing; Tabor & Hutchins, 2004), exactly how 
qualitatively distinct constraints are combined remains outside 
of the scope of these theories.

Bayesian approaches (e.g., Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015) 
provide a computational framework in which expectations 
regarding the relative weight and reliability of different pos-
sible constraints (priors, such as knowledge of a talker’s 
typical productions, or of contextual information) can be 
integrated according to principles following from Bayes’ 
theorem to integrate them optimally. While this framework 
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establishes a mathematical model of how an ideal observer 
should combine cues (in terms of Marr’s (1982) levels of 
information processing theories, it is a theory of the compu-
tations required), it does not provide an algorithmic mecha-
nism for this cue integration.

We are concerned with the algorithmic level – that is, 
when and how various types of constraints are processed 
during online processing, in the context of real-time pres-
sures on listeners. In the TRACE model of speech per-
ception, for example, different types of constraints can be 
simulated (i.e., lexical-level constraints on phoneme ambi-
guities, or acoustic-level constraints, such as co-articulatory 
effects; Elman & McClelland, 1988). The relative weight-
ing of two constraints, or how they are actually combined, 
is not inherent in the model architecture. For example, in 
order to simulate effects akin to preceding (lexical or seman-
tic) context, TRACE has a priming mechanism that allows 
the experimenter to boost the resting activation of specific 
words. However, it is not immediately clear how priming 
in TRACE could be parameterized to appropriately model 
over-time influences or interactions with other cues. Doing 
so would require empirical data that clarify how effects of 
prior context interact with other, qualitatively distinct cues 
to influence speech processing.

The goal of this work, then, is to understand how both 
qualitative and quantitative factors influence the use of 
multiple constraints in speech perception. We ask how 
constraints that differ qualitatively (in terms of timing and 
modality) and quantitatively (in terms of reliability) affect 
processing of ambiguities in speech. In the General discus-
sion, we return to the challenges multiple cue integration 
poses for models of human spoken word recognition.

Qualitative variation in constraints

Information that can influence the identification of speech 
sounds can stem from a variety of sources. Some are related 
to variations in the actual acoustic signal. Others are based 
on linguistic knowledge (e.g., constraints implied by the 
words the listener knows, or expectations based on syn-
tax or semantics). Many different kinds of constraints may 
be available in real-world contexts. Imagine the following 
scenario: an individual walks into the kitchen, where their 
roommate is holding a shopping bag and says, “The chiro-
practor dealt with my ba[?]”, where the final word contains 
a segment ambiguous between /g/ and /k/ (bag or back). This 
scenario contains cues in different modalities, occurring at 
different time points. The visual information (the roommate 
holding a bag) occurs early on and has the possibility to 
suggest that the roommate said “bag.” There is also seman-
tic context from the word chiropractor that might bias the 
listener towards hearing “back.” This cue occurs within the 
speech modality but still precedes the ambiguous segment 

by hundreds of milliseconds. There may also be constrain-
ing acoustic context adjacent to the point of ambiguity (e.g., 
the duration of the preceding vowel, where a longer vowel 
would be more consistent with the voiced alternative, /g/; 
Denes, 1955). There can be, then, many sources of constraint 
in different modalities and with different temporal relations 
to the point of ambiguity, and these can also vary in how 
informative or reliable they will be. How listeners use quali-
tatively different cues when processing speech, particularly 
when these sources of information may conflict, is not fully 
specified by psycholinguistic theories.

Much of the work on ambiguity resolution in speech per-
ception looks at the effect of just one cue on another (often, 
how the perception of a phonetic continuum is influenced by 
the presence of a particular cue). Consider the well-known 
Ganong effect, which isolates lexical knowledge as a poten-
tial influence on ambiguity resolution (Ganong, 1980). For 
example, if an ambiguous /s/-/ʃ/ token is embedded in a 
sang-*shang continuum, listeners are more likely to identify 
ambiguous continuum steps as /s/, since only sang is a word. 
Semantic information can likewise influence ambiguity reso-
lution. For example, Getz and Toscano (2019) found that 
semantic context can influence perception of targets from 
minimal pairs that differ in voicing (e.g., seeing the visual 
prompt AMUSEMENT before an auditory token ambiguous 
between bark and park leads to more /p/ responses).

Other studies have introduced multiple constraints on 
phonetic interpretation (e.g., trading relations; Repp, 1982). 
Typically, however, these studies look at use of multiple 
acoustic-phonetic cues. For example, many studies show 
that listeners seem to integrate across acoustic-phonetic cues 
(e.g., voice-onset times, vowel durations, preceding rate) 
and use these cues when they become available, reflecting a 
process of continuous integration (McMurray et al., 2008; 
Reinisch & Sjerps, 2013; Toscano & McMurray, 2015). This 
rapid integration of cues has also been shown at the lexical 
level, in a Ganong paradigm; listeners use lexical informa-
tion very early (Kingston et al., 2016).

Recent work from Kaufeld et al. (2019) looked at the 
influence of cues across levels of language processing (i.e., 
not just cues stemming from the acoustic signal). They 
studied both syntactic and acoustic constraints on phoneme 
identification, and found additive effects of these sources 
of information in how listeners resolve ambiguities in the 
speech signal. In their study, listeners were influenced by 
both speaking rate (acoustic-phonetic) and morphosyntactic 
gender information (lexical/semantic) in interpreting ambig-
uous words in sentences. A similar examination of multiple 
sources of information in the visual word recognition litera-
ture comes from studies of how word frequency and masked 
repetition priming interact (Balota & Spieler, 1999; Becker, 
1979; Connine et al., 1990; Forster & Davis, 1984; Holcomb 
& Grainger, 2006). Kinoshita (2006) showed both additive 
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and interactive effects of these two sources of information, 
depending on how familiar the presented words were. When 
low-frequency words were familiar, priming effects were 
greater for lower frequency words than higher frequency 
words. However, when low-frequency words included 
familiar and unfamiliar items, priming effects did not dif-
fer based on lower or higher frequency. While familiarity is 
not of interest in the current work, it is interesting to note 
that under certain conditions, two sources of information 
might both appear to have influence, while under other con-
ditions, the presence of one cue might eliminate, diminish, 
or amplify the influence of another to different degrees, at 
different levels of the first cue.

Recent work from Lai and colleagues (2022) has directly 
tested how two qualitatively distinct constraints influence 
spoken word recognition. Using a lexical decision task, they 
assessed how listeners used both co-articulatory informa-
tion (stemming from rounded vowels following a sibilant, 
biasing listeners towards hearing /s/) and lexical informa-
tion (assume vs. *ashume). Consistent with findings from 
Kaufeld and colleagues (2019), Lai and colleagues (2022) 
found additive effects overall of these sources of informa-
tion. Additionally, like Kaufeld et al. (2019), they also found 
differences at the individual level in the types of informa-
tion that listeners tended to use. Namely, listeners who used 
lexical information more, for example, tended to use co-
articulatory information less.

We note, however, that Lai and colleagues used word-
nonword continua (e.g., assume/*ashume) for their stimuli. 
Given the strength of the Ganong effect, it is possible that 
their paradigm might underestimate the influence of co-
articulatory information. Hence, in situations where listen-
ers only hear words, it is possible that they might rely more 
on co-articulatory information. Additionally, we note that 
the lexical information comes after the point of ambiguity, 
which could influence the time course of lexical influences 
on phonetic processing and potentially modulate the strength 
of co-articulatory constraints.

While these studies provide steps towards understanding 
how different constraints may operate simultaneously, we 
must also consider the fact that quantitative differences, such 
as how reliable different constraints are, may influence how 
much a given constraint is used.

Quantitative variation in constraints

An important factor that might impact how listeners balance 
constraints from two sources is how reliable each source of 
information is. Work from Bushong and Jaeger (2019) sug-
gests that in laboratory settings when there are unnatural 
correspondences between acoustic and contextual cues, lis-
teners tend to discount contextual information. For instance, 
in naturalistic settings, /d/-like voice onset times (VOTs) 

occur more often in sentence contexts containing /d/-initial 
words, but these cue correspondences are often violated in 
experimental settings, where listeners may be presented with 
a high proportion of inconsistent cues (e.g., /t/-like VOTs in 
semantic contexts consistent with /d/).

Bushong and Jaeger presented listeners with sentences 
that varied in semantic context and VOT of the target word 
(example sentences from their paradigm include: (A) When 
the [?]ent in the forest was well camouflaged, we began our 
hike, and (B) When the [?]ent in the fender was well camou-
flaged, we sold the car). The ambiguous token, [?]ent, varied 
across six VOT values (from most /t/-like to most /d/-like). 
In one condition, which had "high conflict" between lexical 
expectations and acoustic cues, the six possible VOT values 
were evenly distributed across semantic contexts. Note that 
this condition mirrors the setup of most laboratory studies, 
where the goal is to obtain an equal number of observa-
tions per cell. In this high-conflict condition, listeners were 
equally likely to hear a semantically consistent sentence, 
containing a phrase such as “dent in the fender”, as they 
were to hear a semantically inconsistent sentence, containing 
a phrase such as “tent in the fender.” In their "low-conflict" 
condition, VOT values occurred in more natural propor-
tions with typical lexical-VOT distributions (with endpoint 
tokens only presented with their expected lexical context 
and gradually decreasing proportions of consistency up to 
the completely ambiguous tokens, which were presented 
equally often with both lexical contexts). For example, in 
the low-conflict condition, listeners heard a higher propor-
tion of /t/-like VOTs in the semantically consistent forest 
sentence context (“tent in the forest”). Listeners used lexical 
context more in the low-conflict condition, suggesting that 
listeners may be sensitive to the distributions of (sometimes 
competing) cues.

Similar sensitivity to the distribution of cues has been 
shown by Giovannone and Theodore (2021) in a Ganong 
(1980) paradigm, where listeners heard tokens along a *giss-
kiss continuum (where lexical context biases towards /k/) 
and along a gift-*kift continuum. When the degree of con-
flict between lexical and phonetic cues was reduced (i.e., in 
a low-conflict condition, listeners heard a higher proportion 
of /g/-like VOTs in a gift-*kift continuum), listeners also 
seemed to rely more on lexical information.

Additionally, at the acoustic level, listeners may down-
weight the importance of an acoustic cue depending on 
whether it agrees with other disambiguating information, 
whether acoustic or lexical (Idemaru & Holt, 2011; Zhang 
et al., 2021). For example, Idemaru and Holt (2011) pre-
sented listeners with pairs of cues (e.g., VOT and F0, which 
are both cues to voicing) that were either consistent with 
typical correlations between the cues, or reversed (e.g., an 
F0 value that typically occurs for a voiced token paired with 
a VOT for a voiceless token). In multiple pairings of cues, 
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they found that when listeners were tested on ambiguous 
tokens where only one cue (F0) could guide their phoneme 
decision, they relied less on that cue (F0) when it had previ-
ously been paired with an atypical VOT value. This suggests 
that listeners track distributions of cues and adjust their reli-
ance on them in accordance with recent experience.

In sum, listeners can alter their reliance on specific cues 
in the presence of input that either mirrors or violates natu-
rally occurring cue correspondences. In the context of quali-
tatively distinct cues, it remains unknown exactly how listen-
ers might use information about the reliability of one cue to 
guide their relative cue use. In other words, it is unknown 
if the additive or interactive effects of distinct cues changes 
when the reliability of one source of information changes. 
The current study aims to address the question of how listen-
ers use two qualitatively different cues (cross-modal identity 
priming and co-articulatory context, which differ in con-
tent, modality, and temporal proximity to ambiguities in our 
materials) to interpret ambiguities in the speech signal, and 
whether listeners are sensitive to the reliability of certain 
cues (i.e., whether they differentially use certain cues based 
on their reliability).

An approach to studying constraint integration

Our aim with the current experiments is to examine how 
listeners use two constraints, co-articulatory context and 
cross-modal identity priming (henceforth referred to as 
visual priming), that differ saliently in modality and in tem-
poral proximity to the point of ambiguity. Previous work 
has shown that co-articulatory context alone can influence 
the identification of ambiguous phonemes (e.g., Luthra, 
Peraza‐Santiago, Beeson, et al., 2021), and in Experiment 
1, we test whether visual priming alone can also guide the 
interpretation of ambiguous phonemes. In Experiment 2, 
we examine how these two cues might be used when both 
are available. Finally, in Experiment 3, we examine whether 
manipulating reliability of the visual prime leads to differ-
ent use of that cue. To set the stage, we conclude this sec-
tion with a review of the two constraints we will manipulate 
in the experiments.

The first constraint will be a written word-form with 
potential to influence processing of a corresponding spo-
ken word through visual priming (Blank & Davis, 2016; 
Sohoglu et al., 2014). Previous studies suggest that such 
primes influence how speech is perceived. For instance, for 
both degraded (vocoded) and relatively clear speech, Blank 
and Davis (2016) found that participants had greater accu-
racy reporting what they had heard when auditory stimuli 
had been preceded by a visual identity prime (e.g., written 
SHAME before degraded acoustic token shame), as com-
pared to a neutral prime (e.g., written ######## before 
acoustic token shame). However, to our knowledge, previous 

work has not examined whether visual priming can shift the 
identification of ambiguous phonemes.

The second constraint will come from co-articulatory 
context. Effects of co-articulatory context can be seen in a 
paradigm known as compensation for co-articulation (CfC; 
Mann, 1980; Mann & Repp, 1981; Repp & Mann, 1981, 
1982; Viswanathan et al., 2010). When speakers produce a 
sound with a posterior place of articulation (PoA), such as 
/k/, and then produce a sound with an anterior PoA (e.g., /s/) 
(or the other way around), speakers may not reach the typical 
PoA on the second sound and subsequently produce a more 
ambiguous speech sound. Hence, if listeners hear a token 
like maniac (with word-final /k/ and therefore posterior PoA) 
followed by an ambiguous same-shame token, they will be 
more likely to interpret the ambiguous token as “same” (with 
anterior PoA), as though they are compensating for acous-
tic contingencies that follow from co-articulation. Though 
there are alternative explanations for CfC effects that appeal 
to acoustic differences rather than articulatory differences 
(Diehl et al., 2004; Holt & Lotto, 2008; but see Viswana-
than et al., 2010), for the purposes of this investigation, it 
only matters that these effects exist as another instance of 
context influencing interpretation of speech and that these 
effects differ from the effects of visual priming with regards 
to timing and modality.

Thus, in a series of four pre-registered experiments (see 
preregistrations at https:// osf. io/ 6kmub), we compare the 
impact of two competing constraints on phoneme identifica-
tion. These constraints vary qualitatively in modality (visual 
vs. auditory) and in their temporal relation to the point of 
ambiguity in the speech signal (visual primes occur more 
than 1 s before the point of ambiguity, while co-articula-
tory context immediately precedes the point of ambiguity). 
In line with prior work looking at integration of various 
acoustic-phonetic sources of information (e.g., McMurray 
et al., 2008; Toscano & McMurray, 2015), it is possible that 
the constraints we consider influence processing from the 
moment they are available. However, it is also possible that 
one constraint dominates. Additionally, because of the tem-
poral order inherent in the presentation of these two con-
straints, it is possible that the co-articulatory information 
only exerts an influence when it is in conflict with the prime 
(which may already maximally activate the target lexical or 
phonetic item).

We will also examine whether more reliable informa-
tion coming from the visual primes (i.e., including a greater 
proportion of trials where the prime matches the auditory 
target) leads to greater use of the prime (as in Bushong & 
Jaeger, 2019, or Giovannone & Theodore, 2021). How lis-
teners use qualitatively distinct constraints with varying 
degrees of reliability will inform theories of language pro-
cessing, and provide a foundation for extending algorithmic 
accounts of speech processing to account for the potentially 

https://osf.io/6kmub
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simultaneous influence of cues that are qualitatively distinct 
in modality and timing.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we examine how visual identity prim-
ing influences identification of ambiguous word-word 
minimal pairs. In this study, listeners made an 's'-'sh' judg-
ment for spoken continua created from minimal pairs like 
same-shame that were preceded by visual primes that were 
neutral ("########") or matched one endpoint ("SAME" 
or "SHAME"). Visual identity priming has been shown to 
influence identification of noise-vocoded speech (Blank & 
Davis, 2016; Sohoglu et al., 2014). However, it remains 
unknown whether such priming can influence perception of 
ambiguous tokens (such as tokens along a same-shame con-
tinuum). Because visual semantic priming has been found to 
influence perception of word-word pairs (Getz & Toscano, 
2019), we hypothesize that identity priming should influence 
phoneme identification. Establishing whether visual priming 
can influence perception of an acoustic-phonetic continuum 
is a prerequisite to our goal of pitting qualitatively distinct 
constraints against one another in Experiment 2.

Methods

Materials

We used materials developed by Luthra, Peraza‐Santi-
ago, Beeson, et al. (2021). Luthra et al. identified context 
items and target pairs that elicit robust compensation for 
co-articulation (CfC; necessary for Experiments 2 and 3), 
and we used the target items (and in Experiments 2 and 
3, the context items) that they established can drive CfC. 
We included five /s/-/ʃ/ minimal pairs that were shown to 
exhibit CfC effects in the pilot from Luthra et al. (2021a, 
2021b, 2021c). These pairs were: same-shame, sell-shell, 
sign-shine, sip-ship, and sort-short. Each pair consisted of 
five audio stimuli identified by Luthra et al. (2021a, 2021b, 
2021c): the most ambiguous step (proportion of /s/ responses 
across five pairs = 0.47) and two steps on each side of that 
maximally ambiguous step (where the most s-like step had 
a mean s-rate of 0.92 across five pairs and the most ʃ-like 
step had a mean s-rate of 0.04 across five pairs). For each 
pair, we used three written primes, with one matching each 
end of the target continua and one that was neutral (e.g., SIP, 
SHIP, and ########). In Experiments 2 and 3, we include 
co-articulatory context items before the /s/-/ʃ/ ambiguity. To 
keep the timing identical in this experiment, we inserted 
silent pauses, matched to the durations of the appropriate 
context items, between the presentation of the prime and the 
onset of the critical auditory target (Fig. 1). The four context 

items were isolate (846 ms), maniac (785 ms), pocketful 
(765 ms), and questionnaire (1046 ms).

Participants

We collected data from 68 participants in order to achieve 
our pre-registered target sample size of 40 participants (15 
female, 24 male, one other/decline to state; age range: 19–33 
years; mean age: 27 years) after applying pre-registered 
exclusionary criteria (described below). To determine the 
appropriate sample size for our experiments, we considered 
relevant studies examining identity priming (Blank & Davis, 
2016; n = 20 for 90% power) and compensation for co-artic-
ulation (Luthra, Peraza‐Santiago, Beeson, et al., 2021; n = 
15 to achieve 90% power). However, a sample size sufficient 
for 90% power in previous studies might not be sufficient 
when combining constraints and examining interactions (as 
we do in Experiments 2 and 3). As such, we took a conserva-
tive approach and doubled the larger of the sample sizes, 
leading to a target sample of 40 participants per experiment.

Experimental sessions took approximately 60 min. Partic-
ipants were paid $12, consistent with Connecticut minimum 
wage ($12/h at the time of data collection). Only partici-
pants who were 18–34 years of age, native speakers of North 
American English, and who reported normal/corrected-to-
normal vision and normal hearing were recruited for this 
study.

After data collection, we applied our pre-registered exclu-
sionary criteria to exclude participants (a) for not reaching 
at least 80% accuracy for the clear endpoint stimuli with 
neutral primes, in line with conventions used in Luthra and 
colleagues (2021), (b) for failing to respond in more than 
10% of trials (with a 6-s trial timeout), (c) for failing our 
headphone check (described below) more than once, or (d) 

SAME

500 ms

250 ms

Variable
timing
(765 ms,
785 ms,
846 ms, or
1046 ms)

Fig. 1  Schematic representation of a trial for Experiment 1
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for not reaching at least 80% accuracy on reporting written 
primes (see Procedure below).

Procedure

The experiment was implemented in Gorilla (www. goril 
la. sc;  Anwyl-Irvine et  al., 2020) and participants were 
recruited through Prolific (www. proli fic. co). All procedures 
were approved by the University of Connecticut’s Institu-
tional Review Board (IRB). Participants provided informed 
consent and filled out demographic information before the 
main task. Participants then completed a headphone screen-
ing that required them to identify the quietest tone among a 
series of three tones, a task that is designed to be difficult to 
pass without headphones due to phase cancelation (Woods 
et al., 2017). If a participant failed the screening twice, we 
excluded their data (per our pre-registered exclusion crite-
ria), but they still received compensation as described above.

Trials consisted of a printed prime word presented in 
capital letters (in Open Sans font) for 500 ms, followed by 
a brief pause (250 ms), a silent gap corresponding to the 
duration of a context item (see Materials for timing details), 
and an auditory target (Fig. 1). Participants responded as 
to whether they thought the target started with an ‘s’ sound 
or an ‘sh’ sound by pressing the appropriate button (F or J; 
assignment of ‘s’ and ‘sh’ to F or J keys was counterbalanced 
across participants). To ensure that participants were paying 
attention to the written prime, on a subset of trials, partici-
pants were only presented with a written prime and asked 
to type that prime in a response box. Participants completed 
two blocks of trials, each consisting of 300 experimental 
trials (including all combinations of five target continuum 
steps, five target pairs, three written primes, and four gap 
durations) and 60 prime-only trials. Trial order was com-
pletely randomized within each block. Before the main 
blocks of the experiment, participants completed 12 prac-
tice trials with a different target continuum (daze-gaze). The 
experiment took about 60 min to complete.

Analyses

Pre-registered mixed-effects logistic regression models 
were run to predict the proportion of front-PoA (i.e., /s/) 
responses, using the mixed function in the R (R Core Team, 
2021) package afex (Singmann et al., 2015), which reports 
results in ANOVA-like formats and is a wrapper for the 
glmer function in the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015). Our 
model included fixed effects of Prime (front-consistent [e.g., 
SIP], back-consistent [e.g., SHIP], or neutral [########]; 
sum-coded) and Step (which ranged from -2 to +2) and 
their interaction. Our model also included by-subject and 
by-target-pair random slopes for Prime and Step and their 
interaction, as well as by-subject and by-target-pair random 

intercepts, without correlation between random slopes and 
intercepts. Following best practices outlined by Matuschek 
et al. (2017), we selected this random-effects structure by 
starting with the maximal model for our data and then using 
the anova function to test for differences between models 
with successively simpler random effects structures (first 
removing correlations between random slopes and inter-
cepts and then removing by-item random effects) to arrive 
at the simplest model that does not significantly reduce fit. 
To investigate pairwise comparisons within the model, in 
exploratory analyses, we followed up on significant effects in 
the model using the emmeans package (Lenth, 2022), adjust-
ing for multiple comparisons using the multivariate t-distri-
bution. Details and results from pre-registered analyses of 
reaction time data can be found in the Online Supplementary 
Materials (OSM).

Results

Figure 2 shows that participants made more front-PoA 
responses when they had seen a front-PoA prime (e.g., 
SAME) as compared to either a neutral prime (e.g., 
########) or a back-PoA prime (e.g., SHAME). More 
specifically, across all steps, participants made a front-PoA 
response 47% of the time after a front-PoA prime, 42% of 

Fig. 2  Responses from Experiment 1 showing decisions on the first 
phoneme of a target continuum (all continua were between /s/ and 
/ʃ/, e.g., same-shame) after a written-word prime. The x-axis shows 
continuum step, ranging from most front (/s/) to most back (/ʃ/). The 
y-axis shows the proportion of front-posterior place of articulation 
(PoA) (i.e., /s/) responses, with colors and shapes indicating prime 
type. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals

http://www.gorilla.sc
http://www.gorilla.sc
http://www.prolific.co
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the time after a neutral prime, and 40% of the time after a 
back-PoA prime.

Our mixed-effects logistic regression model revealed a 
significant effect of Prime (χ2 = 16.13, p < .001), indicat-
ing that participants’ responses were influenced by the writ-
ten prime. After participants saw a prime beginning with 
a front PoA (i.e., SAME), they were more likely to make 
an /s/ response, which was the expected direction of this 
effect. The model also revealed a significant effect of Step 
(χ2 = 19.20, p < .001), indicating that participants made 
more front-PoA responses for more front-PoA steps. The 
interaction between Prime and Step was not significant (χ2 
= 5.36, p = .07).

We conducted follow-up tests to analyze pairwise com-
parisons for Prime, correcting for multiple comparisons as 
described above. There were more front-PoA responses for a 
front Prime than for a neutral Prime (contrast estimate: .399, 
z-ratio = 4.171, p < .001), and more front-PoA responses for 
a front Prime than for a back Prime (contrast estimate: .772, 
z-ratio = 6.040, p < .001). Likewise, there were also fewer 
front-PoA responses for a back Prime than for a neutral 
Prime (contrast estimate: .373, z-ratio = 4.272, p < .001).

Discussion

Overall, these findings demonstrate that visual priming influ-
ences identification of ambiguous phonemes, both influenc-
ing trial-level interpretation of the stimulus and promoting 
faster response times. To our knowledge, this is the first 
demonstration of the influence of visual priming on such a 
task, though as we noted above, semantic priming has been 
shown to influence identification of ambiguous phonemes 
(Getz & Toscano, 2019). In the General discussion, we 
consider broader implications and potential extensions of 
this finding. Most importantly, however, we note that the 
demonstration that visual identity primes influence identi-
fication of ambiguous phonemes will allow us to examine 
in Experiment 2 how priming does (or does not) influence 
speech processing when another qualitatively different cue 
is present: co-articulatory context.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, we investigate how listeners reconcile 
potentially concordant or conflicting cues that differ in both 
modality and timing: a visual prime and co-articulatory 
context. We established in Experiment 1 that presenting a 
visual prime such as SHAME before an ambiguous same-
shame token makes listeners more likely to identify ambigu-
ous tokens as “shame.” Prior research shows that presenting 
an auditory token of isolate (ending with an anterior PoA) 
before an ambiguous same-shame token will likewise lead 

listeners to be more likely to report hearing “shame” (start-
ing with a posterior PoA), due to the CfC (Compensation for 
Coarticulation) effect introduced above (Mann, 1980; Mann 
& Repp, 1981; Luthra, Peraza‐Santiago, Beeson, et al.,2021; 
Repp & Mann, 1981, 1982). Of interest in the current work 
is how listeners make use of two different sources of infor-
mation, particularly when they are in conflict.

By presenting listeners with both types of information 
(e.g., visually priming SAME before the audio isolate, 
before an ambiguous same-shame token – where the two 
constraints make opposite predictions (since CfC based 
on the front-PoA at the offset of isolate would be consist-
ent with shame)), we test how both constraints influence 
speech perception. If listeners are more sensitive to the ear-
liest information available, then we might expect listeners 
to rely more on the prime. If, however, listeners are more 
sensitive to within-modality information, we might expect 
listeners to rely more on the auditory context that immedi-
ately precedes the target. We also might expect to observe 
interactive effects, such that the presence of one source of 
information changes the effect of the other source of infor-
mation. Another possibility (consistent with prior research, 
e.g., Kaufeld et al., 2019; Lai et al., 2022) is that we might 
observe additive effects of the two constraints. Note that 
here, we refer to interaction in the statistical sense, with 
relevant implications for underlying cognitive mechanisms.

We note that while Lai and colleagues found additive 
effects of co-articulatory information and lexical informa-
tion, there were key differences with our work. First, their 
constraints (co-articulatory information and lexical informa-
tion) occurred within the same modality, which might better 
facilitate additive processing. Our work asks how constraints 
that differ in modality and timing constrain speech process-
ing. Second, they used word-nonword continua, which may 
have magnified lexical effects, since typical processing does 
not involve nonwords. Third, lexical information occurred 
only after the point of ambiguity. In contrast, we present 
both lexical (visual prime) and co-articulatory information 
before the auditory target (which comes only from word-
word continua).

Methods

Materials

Stimuli consisted of the same primes and target pairs from 
Experiment 1. While in Experiment 1 we inserted silent 
gaps matched to the durations of the context items from 
Luthra, Peraza‐Santiago, Beeson, et al. (2021), in Experi-
ment 2 we used the actual audio tokens of those four context 
items: isolate, maniac, pocketful, and questionnaire. Two of 
these auditory context items (isolate and pocketful) end in 
a front PoA and two (maniac, and questionnaire) end in a 
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back PoA. Recall that presenting auditory context items that 
end with a front PoA (isolate and pocketful) before hearing 
an ambiguous same-shame token should lead listeners to 
hear shame (starting with a back PoA), due to CfC (Mann, 
1980; Mann & Repp, 1981; Repp & Mann, 1981, 1982).

Participants

We collected data from 63 participants in order to achieve 
our pre-registered target sample size of 40 participants (15 
female, 25 male; age range: 18–34 years, mean age: 28 
years) after applying pre-registered exclusionary criteria.

Experimental sessions took approximately 60 min. Par-
ticipants were paid $12 for their participation, consistent 
with Connecticut minimum wage ($12/h at the time). We 
used the same pre-registered recruitment and exclusionary 
criteria as outlined in Experiment 1.

Procedure

All procedures were the same as in Experiment 1, except 
that auditory context items were presented in place of the 
corresponding silent gaps. Thus, trials consisted of a printed 
prime word for 500 ms, followed by a brief pause (250 ms), 
an auditory context item, and an auditory target (Fig. 3). As 
in Experiment 1, participants completed 12 practice trials 
that used different context items and a different target con-
tinuum (context: catalog; continuum: lip-rip).

Analyses

Analyses followed a similar structure to Experiment 1. For 
our analysis of participants’ responses (i.e., whether they 
indicated the target began with a /s/ or /ʃ/), the logistic 

mixed-effects model included fixed effects of Prime (front, 
back, and neutral; sum-coded), Context (front and back; 
sum-coded) and Step (which ranged from -2 to +2), and 
their three-way interaction (as well as all the lower-level 
interactions). This model also included by-subject and by-
target-pair random slopes for Prime, Context, Step, and 
their three-way interaction (as well as all the lower-level 
interactions), as well as by-subject and by-target-pair ran-
dom intercepts, with no correlations between random slopes 
and intercepts. We arrived at this random-effects structure 
using the same model selection criteria as in Experiment 1. 
Pairwise comparisons were investigated following the same 
approach as in Experiment 1. As for Experiment 1, results 
from pre-registered analyses of reaction time data can be 
found in the supplementary materials.

Results

Responses

As shown in Fig. 4, participants were influenced by both the 
visual prime and the auditory context items. As predicted, 
across all steps, participants made more front-PoA responses 
when they heard an auditory context item that ended in a 
back-PoA (overall 47%) than when the context item ended in 
a front-PoA (overall 38%). In other words, when participants 
heard an auditory context such as isolate (which has a front 
PoA), they were more likely to report that the auditory target 
began with /ʃ/ (which has a back PoA), which demonstrates 
the expected CfC effect. Likewise, they made more front-
PoA responses when they saw a front prime (overall 47%) 
than when they saw a neutral prime (overall 42%) or a back 
prime (overall 39%). Breakdowns of the proportion of front 
responses by condition can be found in Table 1.

Our mixed-effects logistic regression model revealed 
significant effects of Prime (χ2 = 9.08, p = .011) and Con-
text (χ2 = 15.11, p < .001), indicating that participants’ 
responses were influenced by the written prime and the PoA 
of the auditory context. In other words, participants made 
more /s/ responses after /s/-biasing primes, such as SAME, 
consistent with Experiment 1, and made more /s/ (front-
PoA) responses after context items ending in a back PoA, 
such as effect of Step (χ2 = 23.00, p < .001), indicating that 
participants made more front-PoA responses for more front-
PoA steps. None of the interactions were significant (all ps 
> .05); notably, we do not find evidence that the effect of 
one cue (e.g., visual prime) is affected by the other cue (e.g., 
articulatory context).

We conducted follow-up tests to analyze pairwise com-
parisons for Prime, correcting for multiple comparisons. As 
in Experiment 1, there were more front-PoA responses for a 
front prime than for a neutral prime (contrast estimate: .417, 
z-ratio = 2.972, p = .007), and more front-PoA responses for 

Fig. 3  Schematic representation of a trial for Experiment 2
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a front prime than for a back prime (contrast estimate: .696, 
z-ratio = 3.128, p = .004). However, unlike in Experiment 
1, the difference between front-PoA responses after a neutral 
prime and after a back prime was not statistically significant 
(contrast estimate: .280, z-ratio = 2.219, p = .056).

Discussion

In this study, we examined how two qualitatively different 
cues occurring at different times and in different modalities 
influence phoneme identification. Overall, we found that 
written primes and auditory contexts each impacted pho-
neme identification, but there was no interaction between 
these constraints, suggesting that their impacts were addi-
tive. Further supporting this point is a test of whether the 
presence of auditory context information led to different use 
of the prime. At the suggestion of a reviewer, we compared 

the effects of prime in Experiments 1 and 2. Neither the 
effect of experiment nor any interactions involving experi-
ment and prime were significant in this model. Thus, at least 
in the case of these two specific cues, listeners’ decisions 
about ambiguous phonemes appear to be influenced by all 
available constraints.

Notably, the experiment included combinations where the 
two constraints were in conflict (e.g., a prime biasing a lis-
tener towards “same” and an auditory context biasing a lis-
tener towards “shame”) and where the prime was neutral and 
listeners only had auditory context. Thus, if the constraints 
were interactive, we might expect the size of the auditory 
context effect, for example, to differ based on whether or 
not there was priming information (neutral versus biasing 
primes). Alternatively, we could also find that the size of 
the priming effect varies based on whether there was bias-
ing auditory information. As mentioned above, because we 

Fig. 4  Responses from Experiment 2 showing decisions about the 
first phoneme of a target continuum (all continua were between /s/ 
and /ʃ/, e.g., same-shame) after a visual prime and an auditory con-
text item. The x-axis shows continuum step, ranging from most front 
(/s/) to most back (/ʃ/). The y-axis shows proportion of front-posterior 

place of articulation (PoA) (/s/) responses. Colors and shapes indicate 
the prime that participants saw. Line type indicates context item PoA. 
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. (A) Effects of prime. 
(B) Effects of auditory context. (C) Effects of both prime and context
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found no differential effects of priming across Experiments 1 
and 2, this evidence also points towards additive effects. Our 
findings suggest that listeners use these two cues additively, 
such that the presence of one cue does not change the effect 
of the other.

The results raise important questions about how cue inte-
gration unfolds over time, which we consider more fully in 
the General discussion. For instance, it is possible that the 
prime sets a baseline expectation that the auditory context 
can then shift. Temporally sensitive neural measures (such 
as EEG) might help us unpack exactly how this processing 
unfolds. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that our two cues dif-
fer in the timing of when information becomes available. 
Because listeners leveraged both sources of information, our 
results suggest that listeners can integrate multiple cues over 
a relatively long timespan (~1.5 s). Exactly when informa-
tion from these cues is integrated remains an open question.

Having established that listeners can combine qualita-
tively distinct cues, we next ask whether quantitative vari-
ation in one cue’s reliability can shift the use of available 
cues.

Experiment 3

In Experiment 3, we examine how the reliability of visual 
priming influences identification of ambiguous word-word 
minimal pairs, with and without the presence of co-articu-
latory context. In Experiments 1 and 2, listeners sometimes 
received mismatching prime-target pairings (e.g., seeing the 
written word SHAME before hearing a relatively clear same 
token). Listeners are sensitive to the likelihood of cue co-
occurrence and have been shown to change how they weight 
cues in situations that do versus do not track typical co-
occurrence of the cues (Bushong & Jaeger, 2019; Idemaru 
& Holt, 2011). For our endpoint auditory tokens (e.g., clear 
same or shame tokens), clear mismatches between the visual 
prime and the auditory target may lead participants to con-
sider the primes to be unreliable predictors of what they will 
hear. We will therefore examine how reliance on priming 
might change when clear conflict cases are removed (ren-
dering primes more reliable predictors of targets). If listen-
ers are sensitive to the obvious mismatch with inconsistent 
primes at endpoints, this change should enhance the effect of 
the written prime. If listeners do not perform differently with 
a more reliable prime, this may suggest that assessment of 
contextual reliability operates over more realistic language 
input (i.e., distributions of cues encountered in real-world 
language settings as opposed to cue distributions in our para-
digms) or relates to other differences, such as the timing 
of disambiguating information (where visual priming and 
auditory context occur on different timescales).

Experiment 3 thus includes replications of Experiment 
1 (Experiment 3a) and Experiment 2 (Experiment 3b) with 
the following change: all non-neutral primes for endpoint 
auditory tokens are consistent with the auditory token (e.g., 
participants only see SHAME or ######## before hearing 
the shame endpoint and never see SAME before hearing the 
shame endpoint, and vice versa).

Experiment 3a

Methods

Materials Stimuli were the same as for Experiment 1.
Participants We collected data from 63 participants in 

order to achieve our pre-registered target sample size of 40 
participants (21 female, 18 male, one other/decline to state; 
age range: 18–34 years, mean age: 28 years). Experimental 
sessions took approximately 60 min. Participants were paid 
$12 for their participation, consistent with Connecticut mini-
mum wage ($12/h at the time). We used the same recruit-
ment and exclusionary criteria as for Experiment 1.

Procedure Procedures were the same as for Experiment 
1 with one key change. When the auditory target item was 
an endpoint token (i.e., the most /s/-like or /ʃ/-like token), 
the written prime was never a mismatch (i.e., participants 
only ever saw SHAME or ######## before hearing shame). 
For each target continuum, then, endpoint tokens were pre-
sented with matching primes two-thirds of the time, and neu-
tral primes one-third of the time (as opposed to one-third 
matching, one-third mismatching, and one-third neutral as 
in Experiment 1).

Analyses

We used the same model structure as for Experiment 1. This 
model included fixed effects of Prime (front, back, and neu-
tral; sum-coded) and Step (which ranged from -2 to +2) 
and their interaction. Our model also included by-subject 
and by-target-pair random slopes for Prime and Step and 
their interaction, as well as by-subject and by-target-pair ran-
dom intercepts, with no random correlations between slopes 
and intercepts. However, we restricted our analyses to only 
include our non-endpoint auditory targets, as the endpoints 
only occurred with one biasing prime and the neutral prime.

Results

Participants made more front-PoA responses when they 
had a front-PoA prime as compared to neutral and back-
PoA primes (see Fig. 5). Across the three middle steps 
(for which priming was balanced), participants made a 
front-PoA response 47% of the time they had a front-PoA 
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prime, 41% of the time they had a neutral prime, and 38% 
of the time they had a back-PoA prime.

Our mixed effects logistic regression model revealed a 
significant effect of Prime (χ2 = 15.20, p < .001), indi-
cating that participants’ responses were influenced by the 
written prime. The model also revealed a significant effect 
of Step (χ2 = 18.80, p < .001), indicating that participants 
made more front-PoA responses for more front-PoA steps. 
The interaction between Prime and Step was not signifi-
cant (χ2 = 0.82, p = .66), suggesting that there was no 
difference in the effect of priming across continuum steps.

We conducted follow-up tests to analyze pairwise com-
parisons for Prime. There were more front-PoA responses 
for a front prime than for a neutral prime (contrast esti-
mate: .486, z-ratio = 4.986, p < .001), and more front-PoA 
responses for a front prime than for a back prime (contrast 
estimate: .516, z-ratio = 3.170, p = .003). However, there 
were no differences in responses after a back prime and 
after a neutral prime (contrast estimate: .030, z-ratio = 
0.312, p = .936).

Examining the effect of reliability with one cue. To 
examine how reliability affected the use of priming, we 

compared results from Experiment 1 to Experiment 3a 
(restricting analyses to exclude endpoint tokens). These 
analyses were not pre-registered and hence are exploratory. 
Our model followed a similar structure as the main model 
for Experiment 3a, with the addition of a fixed effect of Reli-
ability (Experiment 1: unreliable, Experiment 3a: reliable; 
sum-coded) and its interactions with Prime and Step, and 
additional by-target-pair random slopes for Reliability and 
its interactions with Prime and Step. Models for reaction 
time data can be found in the OSM.

Response data. Because response data for Experiment 
1 and Experiment 3a have been analyzed and presented in 
results above, we focus only on effects in the model that 
relate to Reliability (for a plot of both datasets together 
see Fig. 6). Our mixed-effects model revealed a significant 
Prime by Reliability interaction (χ2 = 9.52, p = .009), which 
appears to be attributable to the lack of a back-neutral dif-
ference in the Reliable condition (Experiment 3a). No other 
effects or interactions involving Reliability were significant 
(all ps > .05).

Fig. 5  Responses from Experiment 3a showing decisions about 
the first phoneme of a target continuum (all continua were between 
/s/ and /ʃ/, e.g., same-shame) after priming, where endpoint tokens 
always had consistent primes. The x-axis shows the continuum steps, 
ranging from most front (/s/) to most back (/ʃ/). The y-axis shows pro-
portion of front (/s/) responses. Colors and shapes indicate the prime 
that participants saw. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
The absence of data for front primes at Step 2 and for back primes 
at Step -2 reflects the reliability manipulation; in contrast to Experi-
ments 1 and 2, primes were never presented in the “high-conflict” 
cases where primes clearly mismatch endpoint items

Fig. 6  Response data for Experiment 1 (unreliable prime-target rela-
tionship) and Experiment 3a (reliable prime-target relationship). We 
were interested in whether responses would differ based on the reli-
ability of the prime and target relationship. The x-axis shows contin-
uum step, ranging from most front (/s/) to most back (/ʃ/). The y-axis 
shows proportion of front-posterior place of articulation (PoA) (/s/) 
responses. Colors and shapes indicate the prime that participants saw, 
and line type indicates the reliability condition. Error bars represent 
95% confidence intervals
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Discussion

We do not find evidence that increasing the reliability of the 
priming information (i.e., only presenting consistent primes 
before clear endpoint tokens) increases reliance on priming 
information when hearing ambiguous auditory tokens. While 
we still observe an overall effect of prime (and importantly a 
difference in responses between front and back primes) for 
the ambiguous tokens, participants were no more likely to 
respond in accordance with the prime when endpoint tokens 
were only paired with consistent primes (Experiment 3a) 
than when endpoint tokens were also paired with mismatch-
ing primes (Experiment 1). It is possible that this reflects 
a ceiling effect; the priming effect may have already been 
maximally large, and so increasing reliability did not make 
any difference. It is also possible that we did not change 
endpoint-priming consistency sufficiently to make listeners 
reweight reliance on the prime (given that we only manip-
ulate the reliability of endpoint steps, whereas Bushong 
& Jaeger (2019) manipulated reliability across all steps). 
Future work with a more graded priming manipulation (e.g., 
where Steps 1 and -1 are not presented equally with both 
primes) could test this possibility. Future work could also 
explore whether changing the reliability of priming in the 
opposite direction (i.e., making primes less reliable or even 
completely unreliable) would affect the impact of primes.

Experiment 3b

The goal of Experiment 3b was to replicate Experiment 2, 
with the addition of the same reliability manipulation used in 
Experiment 3a. Namely, all non-neutral primes for endpoint 
auditory tokens matched the token.

Methods

Materials Stimuli were the same as for Experiment 2.
Participants We collected data from 55 participants in 

order to achieve our pre-registered target sample size of 40 
participants (25 female, 15 male; age range 18–34 years, 
mean age: 27 years). Experimental sessions took approxi-
mately 60 min. Participants were paid $12 for their partici-
pation, consistent with Connecticut minimum wage ($12/h 
at the time). We used the same recruitment and exclusionary 
criteria as in Experiment 1.

Procedure Procedures were the same as for Experiment 
2 with the same key change as in Experiment 3a: when the 
auditory target item was an endpoint token (i.e., the most 
/s/-like or /ʃ/-like token), the written prime was never a 
mismatch (i.e., participants only saw SHAME or ######## 
before hearing shame). For each target continuum, then, 
endpoint tokens were presented with matching primes two-
thirds of the time, and neutral primes one-third of the time 

(as opposed to one-third matching, one-third mismatching, 
and one-third neutral as in Experiment 2).

Analyses Analyses followed the same structure as for 
Experiment 2.

Results

As shown in Fig. 7, participants were influenced by both 
the prime and the auditory context items. Across the three 
middle steps, participants made more front-PoA responses 
when they heard an auditory context item that ended in a 
back-PoA (overall 49%) than when the context item ended in 
a front-PoA (overall 34%). Likewise, they made more front-
PoA responses when they saw a front prime (overall 46%) 
than when they saw a neutral prime (overall 41%) or a back 
prime (overall 39%). Breakdowns of the proportion of front 
responses by condition can be found in Table 2.

Our mixed effects logistic regression model revealed sig-
nificant effects of Prime (χ2 = 15.37, p < .001) and Con-
text (χ2 = 17.56, p < .001), indicating that participants’ 
responses were influenced by the written prime and the 
place of articulation of the auditory context. The model also 
revealed a significant effect of Step (χ2 = 19.92, p < .001), 
indicating that participants made more front-PoA responses 
for more front-PoA steps. None of the interactions were sig-
nificant (all ps > .05).

We conducted follow-up tests to analyze pairwise com-
parisons for Prime. There were more front-PoA responses 
for a front prime than for a neutral prime (contrast esti-
mate: .387, z-ratio = 4.742, p < .001), and more front-PoA 
responses for a front prime than for a back prime (contrast 
estimate: .516, z-ratio = 4.348, p < .001). However, the dif-
ference between front-PoA responses after a neutral prime 
and after a back prime was not statistically significant (con-
trast estimate: .128, z-ratio = 1.610, p = .225).

Examining the effect of reliability with multiple cues. 
To examine how reliability affected the impact of priming, 
we compared results from Experiment 2 to Experiment 3b 
(restricting analyses to exclude endpoint tokens). These anal-
yses were not pre-registered and hence should be interpreted 
as exploratory. Our model followed a similar structure as 
the main model for Experiment 3b, except that we did not 
include Context as a factor (as we were interested in the 
effect of prime and were likely not powered for a four-way 
interaction) and instead included a fixed effect of Reliability 
(Experiment 2: unreliable, Experiment 3b: reliable; sum-
coded) and its interactions with Prime and Step, and addi-
tional by-target-pair random slopes for Reliability and its 
interactions with Prime and Step. Models for reaction time 
data can be found in supplementary materials.

Response data. Because response data for Experiment 2 
and Experiment 3b has been analyzed and presented in the 
Results above, we focus only on effects in the model that 
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relate to Reliability (for a plot of both datasets together see 
Fig. 8). No effects or interactions involving Reliability were 
significant (all ps > .05).

Discussion

Similar to the results presented in Experiment 3a, we find 
that increasing the reliability of the priming information 
(i.e., only presenting consistent primes before clear end-
point tokens) did not increase the effect of prime at the 
level of the response data. Even though we did not find 
a reliability effect in Experiment 3a (with just one cue), 
it was possible in Experiment 3b that we would observe 
an effect of reliability in the presence of two cues, but we 
did not. It is possible that making prime an even more 
reliable cue might shift the overall weighting of cues, 

such that we would observe more reliance on the prime 
(and subsequently less reliance on the auditory context). 
Alternatively, as we discussed with respect to Experiment 
3a, the lack of reweighting observed in Experiment 3b is 
consistent with the possibility that listeners were already 
maximally impacted by the prime.

As an additional test of whether we might see a different 
effect of the prime depending on whether or not there was 
auditory context information, we compared the effects of 
prime in Experiments 3a and 3b (a parallel analysis to that 
discussed in the Discussion of Experiment 2). Neither the 
effect of experiment nor any interactions involving experi-
ment and prime were significant in this model. Thus, at 
least in the case of these two specific cues, listeners’ deci-
sions about ambiguous phonemes appear to be influenced 
by all available constraints.

Fig. 7  Responses from Experiment 3b showing decisions about the 
first phoneme of a target continuum (all continua were between /s/ 
and /ʃ/, e.g., same-shame) after a visual prime and an auditory con-
text item, where endpoint tokens always had consistent visual primes. 
The x-axis shows continuum step, ranging from most front (/s/) to 

most back (/ʃ/). The y-axis shows proportion of front (/s/) responses. 
Colors and shapes indicate the prime that participants saw. Line type 
indicates context item PoA. Error bars represent 95% confidence 
intervals. (A) Effect of prime. (B) Effect of auditory context. (C) 
Effects of both prime and context
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General discussion

Overall, the goal of this project was twofold: to investigate 
how people make use of (or are impacted by) qualitatively 
different cues when identifying phonemes and to assess 

how the reliability of a cue influences its use (or impact). 
As we discussed in the Introduction, most work on con-
straint integration has focused on one constraint at a time, 
or qualitatively similar constraints (e.g., pairs of acoustic-
phonetic cues in trading relations studies; Repp, 1982). 
We know less about whether or how listeners integrate 
qualitatively distinct kinds of constraints or reconcile them 
when they conflict or vary in reliability. In the following 
subsections, we will briefly discuss our three key findings: 
(1) that resolution of acoustic-phonetic ambiguities can be 
influenced by visual primes that precede the point of ambi-
guity by more than a second; (2) that when we crossed two 
qualitatively distinct constraints (visual priming and co-
articulatory context), we observed additive effects (rather 
than interactions, or differential use of one constraint in 
the presence of the other); and (3) that this additivity per-
sisted even when we enhanced the reliability of the visual 
prime (by never presenting primes that would conflict with 
unambiguous endpoint tokens). After discussing each of 
these major findings, we will turn to the implications for 
theories of language processing.

Identity priming influences phoneme identification

We first established that visual identity priming influences 
identification of ambiguous phonemes in Experiment 1. 
While this finding was expected, we note that to our knowl-
edge this study provides the first such test of the influence 
of visual priming on ambiguous phonemes.

Previous work has found that (semantic) primes exert an 
early influence on acoustic-phonetic processing. Getz and 
Toscano (2019) used a paradigm with a visual prime that 
was semantically related to one end of an ambiguous voice 
onset time (VOT) minimal pair (e.g., with a token ambigu-
ous between park and bark, AMUSEMENT would be a 
semantic prime for park). Getz and Toscano (2019) found 
that semantic primes do influence perception of ambigu-
ous tokens, and that this (semantic) influence occurs very 
early: about 100ms after the onset of the target stimulus, 
listeners are already more likely to perceive the onset pho-
neme as consistent with the prime (as indexed by the N100 
ERP component, which has been shown to reflect perceptual 
information such as VOT linearly; Toscano et al., 2010). For 
example, if AMUSEMENT precedes the auditory token [?]
ark, the N100 for the ambiguous token more closely resem-
bles the N100 for a clear /p/ token than if KITCHEN pre-
cedes [?]ark.

Since priming can serve as a proxy for prediction, by cre-
ating a possibly implicit expectation (Blank & Davis, 2016; 
Sohoglu et al., 2014), our finding could serve as a basis for 
examining how prediction strength influences perception. 
Because Getz and Toscano (2019) demonstrated that seman-
tic priming affects perception of ambiguous phonemes in 

Fig. 8  Response data for Experiment 2 (unreliable) and Experiment 
3b (reliable), based on Prime (collapsed across auditory Context). 
The x-axis shows the continuum steps, ranging from most front (/s/) 
to most back (/ʃ/). The y-axis shows proportion of front-posterior 
place of articulation (PoA) (/s/) responses. Colors and shapes indicate 
the prime, and line type indicates reliability condition. Error bars rep-
resent 95% confidence intervals

Table 1  Proportions of front-posterior place of articulation (PoA) 
responses based on condition in Experiment 2

Context Prime

Front Neutral Back Mean

Back 0.52 0.46 0.44 0.47
Front 0.42 0.37 0.34 0.38
Mean 0.47 0.42 0.39

Table 2  Proportion of front-posterior place of articulation 
(PoA) responses based on condition in Experiment 3b

Context Prime

Front Neutral Back Mean

Back 0.53 0.47 0.48 0.49
Front 0.38 0.34 0.31 0.34
Mean 0.46 0.41 0.39
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behavioral and ERP measures while we showed that vis-
ual priming affects perception of ambiguous phonemes in 
behavioral measures, future work could investigate how 
visual priming affects ERP measures. To what degree, for 
example, would the shift in N100 that results from a seman-
tic prime (Getz & Toscano, 2019) reflect the strength of the 
prediction? By varying levels of relatedness between the 
prime and the ambiguous target (from unrelated, to vari-
ous degrees of semantic association, to identity priming, 
where the prime and target are identical), future work could 
examine how the spectrum of relatedness between prime and 
target is reflected in the N100.

Other manipulations including a more comprehensive 
reliability manipulation (Bushong & Jaeger, 2019) or intro-
ducing visual noise (to manipulate the perceptual reliability 
of primes) could allow for further exploration of how the 
degree of prediction from prior knowledge affects percep-
tion. Such studies would allow us to understand more about 
the nature of early perceptual encoding, assessing whether 
the shift in the N100 reflects the degree of perceptual change 
the participant experiences.

Use of qualitatively distinct constraints

When listeners had both a visual prime and acoustic co-
articulatory context available to constrain resolution of an 
ambiguous fricative, we observed an additive effect of both 
cues. Because these cues were qualitatively distinct (occur-
ring in different modalities with different temporal relations 
to the point of ambiguity), it was quite possible that we 
might observe differential use of one source of information 
in the presence of the other. The auditory context immedi-
ately precedes the target token and exists in the same modal-
ity. On the other hand, the written prime was explicit and 
occurred first, which could have made it the more salient 
cue (particularly in Experiment 3, where clear mismatches 
were removed).

Reaction time analyses (see OSM) also support the idea 
that listeners are independently sensitive to the different 
types of information. Namely, pre-registered reaction time 
analyses indicated that participants were faster when the 
target was preceded by any visual word prime (e.g., faster 
responses to the target following a prime of SIGN or SHINE 
relative to a neutral prime ########) as well as faster for 
unambiguous continuum steps (a clear auditory sign or 
shine) compared to an ambiguous auditory stimulus. These 
findings support the idea that having any priming informa-
tion made participants faster, whether or not this information 
was in conflict with the auditory co-articulatory information, 
suggesting independent processing across priming and co-
articulatory sources of information.

The finding of additivity of constraints is also in line with 
findings from Lai et al. (2022), who similarly found additive 

effects of lexical and co-articulatory constraints. However, 
the present work differs from the study by Lai et al. (2022) 
in several key ways. Though the nature of the co-articulatory 
constraints was similar in the two studies, lexical constraints 
differed in modality (auditory in Lai et al.'s study, visual in 
the current work) and in the timing of lexical information 
(in Lai et al.'s study, lexical status could only be determined 
after the lexical uniqueness point, whereas in the current 
work, visual primes were provided ~1 s before the audi-
tory target). It is striking that both studies observed additive 
effects of lexical information and co-articulatory context, 
despite differences in the modality and timing of lexi-
cal information. It is particularly noteworthy that we still 
observed additive effects of these cues in Experiment 3, 
when we changed the reliability of the cues. Whether these 
results will hold over different combinations and different 
numbers of cues remains an open question. Nonetheless, the 
current findings might be extended to questions involving 
individual differences that affect the impact or availability 
of constraints as well as questions about the mechanisms of 
cue integration across different types of cues. We consider 
both of these possible extensions.

Individual differences

The results of Lai et al. (2022) provide some evidence for 
a trade-off between reliance on high-level contextual infor-
mation and reliance on low-level acoustic information. In 
their study, an analysis of individual differences indicated 
that listeners who relied strongly on lexical knowledge 
relied relatively less on co-articulatory cues, and vice versa. 
Non-preregistered analyses of our data (see OSM) found 
a similar pattern in Experiment 2 (i.e., that listeners who 
relied strongly on lexical information relied relatively less 
on co-articulatory information, and vice versa). Notably, 
however, there was no such relationship in Experiment 3 
(where we manipulated the reliability of the cues). However, 
the analysis for Experiment 3 only considered non-endpoint 
continuum steps, and strikingly, neither the correlation in 
Lai et al. (2022) nor the correlation in our Experiment 2 
are significant when only middle steps are included. Thus, 
the two studies provide some evidence for a tradeoff in how 
strongly listeners rely on lexical knowledge and co-articula-
tory information, but that tradeoff might be driven primarily 
by continuum endpoints where one cue (acoustics) is likely 
to dominate.

There are many ways in which these effects might vary 
across different types of listeners. Older adults, for example, 
have been shown to rely more on higher-level contextual 
information (e.g., lexical information as opposed to acous-
tic information; Mattys & Scharenborg, 2014). Interestingly, 
however, work from Luthra, Peraza-Santiago, Saltzman and 
colleagues (2021) has demonstrated that older adults do not 
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show a larger influence of lexical information to resolve pho-
netic ambiguities in the case of co-articulation. In other words, 
it does not seem to be the case that those who potentially rely 
more on lexical information show larger effects of CfC, sug-
gesting that the CfC effect is perhaps robust but already at 
ceiling in the average listener (such that those who in general 
rely more on higher level contextual constraints do not show 
larger CfC effects). The fact that we observe additive effects 
of auditory context and written primes, however, suggests 
that larger perceptual shifts are still possible with additional 
sources of information. Future work could examine whether 
older adults (or others who tend to rely more contextual infor-
mation; see Crinnion et al., 2021 and Kaufeld et al., 2019) 
demonstrate larger effects of the prime (at least when biasing 
information is consistent) than younger adults (or individuals 
who rely more on the acoustic signal).

Previous research has also suggested that variation in 
the impact of acoustic information (e.g., sensitivity to sub-
phonemic information; Li et al., 2019) and the impact of 
lexical information (e.g., relative reliance on lexical vs. 
acoustic information; Giovannone & Theodore, 2021) is 
related to variation in language abilities (e.g., phonologi-
cal skills, expressive and receptive language abilities). We 
would predict, then, that individual differences in language 
ability might influence relative weighting of cues. In a situ-
ation where individuals have two sources of information that 
could potentially influence interpretation of acoustic cues, 
it would be interesting to test whether those with weaker 
language skills rely more on the prime (as opposed to the 
auditory context, which is an acoustic cue), since those with 
weaker language abilities tend to rely more on lexical-level 
information as opposed to acoustic information (Giovannone 
& Theodore, 2021; though see Li et al., 2019, for evidence 
of individuals with lower language abilities relying more 
on acoustics).

Finally, it is important to consider how listeners’ tenden-
cies to use acoustic cues may influence how they make use 
of multiple sources of information. Work from Kapnoula 
and colleagues (2017) demonstrated that more gradient lis-
teners (i.e., listeners who, when asked how /s/- or /∫/-like a 
certain token sound, respond in a less binary fashion) are 
more likely to use a secondary acoustic cue. In the current 
paradigm, we might expect more gradient listeners to be 
influenced more by the auditory context than the written 
prime. It also could be possible, however, that they would be 
overall more likely to use any type of additional information.

Mechanisms of cue integration

Future work can also examine the mechanisms behind addi-
tive cue use in speech perception. First, understanding this 
phenomenon more broadly requires that other combinations 
of cues be tested. While the fact that our cues were quite 

distinct from each other might suggest that any pair of cues 
would result in additive effects, this remains an open ques-
tion. Second, it is important to consider that the current work 
cannot speak to how listeners use both cues in this experi-
ment. Particularly because the timing between our two cues 
varies considerably (e.g., the visual prime appears early, over 
1 s before the target, whereas the auditory context imme-
diately precedes the target), examining the time course of 
processing will be important for future work.

Using eye tracking or EEG would make this possible and 
provide a clearer picture of how and when the observed addi-
tivity arises. In fact, eye tracking work looking at integration 
of acoustic-phonetic cues and even lexical and phonetic cues 
suggests that information influences processing as soon as it 
is available (Kingston et al., 2016; McMurray et al., 2008; 
Reinisch & Sjerps, 2013; Toscano & McMurray, 2015; see 
also Dahan et al., 2001, and Li et al., 2019). To create a visual 
world analog of our paradigm, we could present participants 
with visual referents for the target words (e.g., a sun for shine 
and a stop sign for sign; see Kaufeld et al. (2019), for a simi-
lar approach), and examine where people looked as the dif-
ferent cues unfolded (perhaps an auditory identity prime to 
prevent visual interference with visual referents and then the 
auditory context) which may shed light on whether, over the 
course of a given trial, listeners tend to rely on just one source 
of information during that trial (i.e., an early commitment) 
or if they continue to consider both sources of information 
(once both sources of information are available).

ERP analysis of the N100 could also shed light onto how 
predictions from both the prime and the auditory context 
are integrated. By comparing ERPs on trials with just one 
source of information to trials with two (potentially com-
peting) sources of information we can see whether the 
N100 response is similar whether there are two sources of 
constraint versus just one, or if it demonstrates something 
analogous to summation (for similar approaches see Getz 
& Toscano, 2019 and Noe & Fischer Baum, 2020). Using 
ERPs could also allow us to examine whether the locus of 
impact for both cues is perceptual (i.e., evident at the N100) 
or if one has a later (potentially post-perceptual/decision 
stage) impact.

Cue reliability

In Experiment 3, we increased the reliability of the writ-
ten prime to test whether listeners would use the prime 
more than they did in Experiments 1 and 2. Findings from 
Bushong and Jaeger (2019) suggest that when acoustic infor-
mation tracks more realistically with lexical information 
in the sentence context (i.e., when unambiguous endpoint 
tokens, such as dent, are always paired with related sentence 
contexts, such as dent in the fender, but never with unrelated 
contexts, such as dent in the forest), listeners rely more on 
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that lexical information. Hence, in our studies we expected 
to find that when visual lexical priming was more consist-
ent with the acoustic information (by never pairing visual 
primes with the clear endpoints they conflict with, in Experi-
ments 3a and 3b), listeners would rely more on the prime. 
Furthermore, work from Idemaru and Holt (2011) suggests 
that when two cues track in a more naturalistic way, listeners 
are more likely to use the secondary cue (F0) when the cue 
they would typically use (VOT) is ambiguous than if the cor-
relation of the two cues was opposite that of natural speech. 
These findings again suggest that we might expect listeners 
to use the prime more when acoustic information tracked 
more consistently with it, as in Experiment 3a and even in 
Experiment 3b (when listeners had yet another cue to use). 
However, differences in cue weighting between more reli-
able and less reliable cases typically reveal down-weighting 
in the unreliable cases, but often find no difference between 
neutral and reliable relationships between two cues (e.g., 
Idemaru & Holt, 2011). Furthermore, Kim et al. (2020) 
found that in order to boost reliance on a weaker cue, the 
primary cue needed to be made less reliable.

We did not see such an effect of our reliability manipula-
tion. Because our experiment used a small set of repeated 
stimuli, it is possible that listeners were already maximally 
impacted by visual priming. Increasing variation in the stim-
uli or adding noise to the stimuli might result in a detectable 
impact of the reliability manipulation. It is also possible that 
we might see changes in priming impact with a more graded 
priming manipulation (where not only the endpoints but all 
steps were paired with their more likely prime in propor-
tion to their ambiguity). Our task (two alternative forced 
choice) may have limited the types of effects we were able 
to detect, such as any information about variation in how 
/s/-like participants perceived a given token. It could also be 
interesting to examine whether we might observe effects of 
reliability with a different behavioral task, namely, one that 
asked participants to rate how /s/- or /∫/-like a certain token 
sounds. Additionally, future work should explore whether 
changes in reliability (perhaps introduced by creating less 
reliable priming information, for example) differentially 
affect scenarios in which there is just one cue to rely on (as 
in Experiments 1 and 3a) as opposed to multiple sources of 
information (as in Experiments 2 and 3b). This line of work 
would perhaps mirror that of work that shows that reliance 
on a secondary cue changes when it is made less reliable, as 
in Idemaru and Holt (2011).

Implications

Our current findings add to the growing body of literature 
suggesting that (at least at the group level) listeners dem-
onstrate patterns of additivity across information provided 
from different cues. As discussed above, building a more 

comprehensive mechanistic account of cue integration 
across different types of cues is a necessary step for the field.

Many frameworks for language processing, such as 
interactive activation models (e.g., TRACE; McClelland & 
Elman, 1986), autonomous models (e.g., Shortlist B; Norris 
& McQueen, 2008), and other Bayesian frameworks (e.g., 
Ideal Adapter; Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015), have mecha-
nisms for implementing effects of information from different 
types of cues. TRACE can simulate phonetic context effects, 
and the original and current implementations (jTRACE; 
Strauss et al., 2007) include (mainly unexplored) facilities 
for simulating priming. In a Bayesian model, different prior 
distributions can be explored (for example).

However, the paradigms we used here are not easy to 
simulate with current models of spoken word recogni-
tion. In TRACE for example, priming is implemented by 
the researcher pre-setting the resting level activation value 
for a given word, but it is not clear what impact a spoken 
word intervening between the prime and target should have. 
Similarly, in a Bayesian framework, one could assume a 
system retains information from a prime until it becomes 
relevant and then integrates it at the appropriate point in 
the stimulus. A problem with either approach is that they 
could become exercises in data fitting, rather than providing 
a general processing framework (since the researcher simply 
stipulates that priming happens and fits a parameter for the 
magnitude of the prime, but neither approach provides an 
integrated way to simulate the actual phenomenon of prim-
ing, and especially impact from temporally distant primes; 
priming appears to be outside the explanatory scope of cur-
rent models).1

In the current work, for example, the prime occurred 
over one second before the ambiguous auditory informa-
tion and yet was reliably used to resolve this ambiguity. A 
better understanding of the temporal proximity of various 
sources of information is needed for a more complete model 
of speech perception. It could be the case, for instance, that 
the high degree of ambiguity in the current experiments 
(i.e., listeners heard many ambiguous tokens, perhaps more 
than are typically encountered in naturalistic listening envi-
ronments) broadened the window of time over which lis-
teners were willing to consider information as relevant for 
resolving the ambiguities in the speech. On our view, future 
research seeking to build a more mechanistic understanding 
of the types of information that may be considered should 

1 There are models of sentence processing where the processing of 
one word can influence the processing of another (e.g., via continuous 
updating of semantic representations; Rabovsky et al., 2018). While 
these models do not simulate processing at the level of speech – with 
continuous input and acoustic-phonetic constraints – they might pro-
vide inspiration for extending current models of human speech pro-
cessing. 
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directly consider the functional time window of integra-
tion, which may be context dependent. It also could be that 
under higher degrees of uncertainty, more temporally distant 
cues are considered. Varying the amount of uncertainty and 
manipulating the time window of previous information (and 
potentially intervening information) would allow us to assess 
whether the system broadens its window of influence if there 
is more uncertainty present. The possibility that the tem-
poral window of cue integration expands under conditions 
of ambiguity is an intriguing one, especially since it would 
pose important constraints on the underlying architecture of 
the speech processing system as well as cognitive theories 
of speech perception.

Another important issue for integration processing frame-
works to consider is that of the specific type of information 
involved. There are, for example, instances of modeling 
approaches that explain how different acoustic cues are 
weighted in the perception of speech sounds (Crinnion et al., 
2020; McMurray & Jongman, 2011) and even accounts of 
how a system might compute these cues relative to other 
types of contexts (e.g., who is talking; McMurray & Jong-
man, 2011). However, understanding from a neurocompu-
tational perspective, what function different types of infor-
mation serve is important (Luthra, Li, et al., 2021a, 2021b, 
2021c). For example, do higher level sources of informa-
tion support prediction, upon which changes in neural activ-
ity would reflect some error signal (or deviation from that 
prediction), or do they serve as sources of information that 
boost activation of consistent signals? 

A first step towards answering some of these questions 
will come from more extensive exploration of cue additivity 
across a variety of constraints. As suggested by a reviewer, 
a metastudy approach (a meta-analysis approach leverag-
ing Bayesian hierarchical modeling; Baribault et al., 2018; 
DeKay et al., 2022) could be particularly powerful in this 
domain. Pooling data from many studies could allow for 
fruitful exploration of how qualitatively different cues (from 
different levels of linguistic representation) and quantita-
tively different cues (due to cue strength, reliability, or tim-
ing, for example) are integrated in speech processing.

Conclusion

In everyday speech, listeners often have many sources of 
information available (e.g., who is talking, what the general 
conversational topic is, how fast the person is talking, etc.) 
that can potentially help resolve acoustic ambiguities. While 
much research has examined how different types of informa-
tion can, individually, influence identification (and arguably, 
perception) of ambiguous speech sounds, how listeners make 
use of multiple (sometimes conflicting) sources of information 
for resolution of a single ambiguity remains underspecified.

A challenge for existing computational frameworks will 
be to simulate the additive effects we observed despite dif-
ferences in modality and timing and to likewise consider the 
predictions that would then arise – for instance, considering 
shifts in cue reliability. Finally, to what extent are listeners 
actually influenced by all available information, and when 
might the impact of different cues change? Moreover, how 
consistent are such patterns across individuals? While there 
are many remaining questions, the findings reported here 
provide a first step in considering how two cues that are 
qualitatively distinct (in timing and modality) can simulta-
neously and independently influence language processing.
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